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Extended Abstract
Two-dimensional materials with thin layered structures offer a remarkably rich materials platform to study the atomic
level properties[1]. MoS2, as a member of the 2D material family, had received tremendous attention for their striking
properties. MoS2 presents semiconducting electronic character with a direct band-gap of 1.8 eV which has been
experimentally produced in free-standing and single-layer form[1,2]. The thermal properties of 2D materials and their
heterostructures are very important for efficient heat dissipation in nano-electronic devices based on 2D materials[2,3]. Based
on available studies, it is evident that the incompatibility of the two different materials normally poses a strong resistance to
the heat transport at the interface and is hence a major obstacle for effective heat dissipation[4,5].
In this work, we built graphene like MoS2 interface structures and optimize them by first-principles for the purpose of
studying how interaction and bonding of the interface atoms. The electronic structures are obtained based on first-principles
density functional theory calculations. We discussed how the structure of the graphene like MoS2 interface and analyze the
relationship between these coupling effects and the heat conductance. It will reveal how the bond,defects, doping, layers,
and symmetry affect the heat transport of the graphene like MoS2 van Edward interface.These studies were designed to
clarify the microscopic mechanism of the graphene like MoS2 Van der Waals interface heat transport. They will provide
necessary scientific basis in giving full play to the superior performance of graphene like MoS2 and two-dimensional
transition metal dichalcogenides in the micro-nano electronics applications for thermal design and thermal management.
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